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Introduction

The practices of functional behavioral assessment and Positive Behavioral Supports (PBS) are part of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997 (IDEA) (P.L. 105-17). Procedures and strategies associated with functional assessment and PBS have been validated in the literature (Koegel, Keogel, & Dunlap, 1996; Quinn, 2000; Tilly et al., 1998) and are essential in structuring and implementing effective behavioral interventions. When determining function of behavior, much of the literature has focused on the core four functions of avoidance, escape, attention and control. Often these functions are determined through the use of an antecedent behavior consequence (ABC) analysis where the assessor analyzes the immediate temporal environmental events surrounding the behavior (Asmus, Vollmer, & Borrero, 2002; Carr & Durand, 1985; Crone & Horner, 2003). While analysis of the “core four” is important and often productive, it is critical to consider those conditions that prompted initial emergence of the target behavior(s).

Early in the discovery of behavioral principles literature focused upon “setting events” as a key piece in understanding behavior (Bijou & Baer, 1961). It was understood that the Antecedent Behavior Consequence paradigm was set up by circumstances (setting events) that could have occurred long before the actual behavior of interest and measurement. Bijou and Baer defined setting events as follows:

“In contrast to stimulus events, setting events are more complicated than a simple presence, absence or change of stimulus such as turning on a light, a sudden drop in temperature, or a smile from mother. Instead, a setting event is a stimulus-response interaction, which simply because it has occurred will affect other stimulus-response relationships which follow it. (Bijou & Baer, 1961, p.21).”

This paper focuses on the importance of setting events, which are expanded to setting conditions, in recognition that situations most impacting student behavior are often not isolated events, but on-going conditions experienced on a daily basis over an extended period of time (Umbreit, Ferro, Liaupsin, & Lane, 2007). This concept of setting conditions lacks development in the behavioral literature and is usually not included in the functional assessment process. For example, common practices surrounding referrals for special education, including functional behavioral assessment, often do not require thorough assessment of school, home or community experiences from the perspective of the child. Put another way, it is not uncommon for students to be considered to have a disability and be in need of special education when their
inappropriate behaviors and failure to learn can be directly attributed to conditions found within the school, community, and/or home. In fact, when “inappropriate behaviors” are analyzed from the child’s perspective, those behaviors can sometimes be seen as quite reasonable responses to unreasonable conditions.

This diminished emphasis on setting conditions can lead to the design of ineffective behavioral interventions, frustrated teachers, and of most concern, students with on-going behavioral problems. This article reviews some of the most common setting conditions divided into the three interrelated domains: school, community, and home. For each domain, there is a general explanation and a table listing setting conditions often experienced by children, followed by possible solutions. Finally a hypothetical case is presented, drawn from a composite of practitioner experiences. As setting conditions are explored, it becomes increasingly apparent that school social work expertise is an inherent part of suggested solutions; setting conditions to be explored are complex interactions across multiple settings requiring knowledge of the bio-psycho-social framework of behavior across micro, mezzo, and macro level interventions (Ashford & Lecroy, & Lortie, 2006).

**School Setting Conditions**

Educational research provides at least three decades of guidance regarding best practices at the school and classroom levels. Lezotte’s (1991) effective school correlates strong leadership, safe and orderly environment, high levels of time on task, and high expectations to help us to understand what happens in effective schools. Erickson (2001), Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock (2001), Tomlinson (1991), and Wiggins & McTigh (1998), provide extensive guidance regarding implementation of effectively differentiated classroom management, instruction, and curriculum design. We also know of some ineffective and harmful practices that should be avoided - for example, retention and ability grouping (Tomlinson, 1999). Federal law makes it clear that students should not be considered disabled if, in fact, failure to progress in the general education curriculum can be attributed to lack of good instruction, and/or failure to teach the general education curriculum (Reyes, Brackett, Rivers, & White, 2012). Other school based setting conditions shown to impact student learning include staff competency (Hill & Flores, 2013) and attendance (Boyer, 1994), nature of relationships across students and staff (Meehan, Hughes, & Cavell, 2003; Weissbourd, Bouffard, & Jones, 2013), the extent to which classroom and school climate support every child (Lane, Menzies, Ennis, & Bezdek, 2013; Martin, 2001; Sugai & Horner, 2008), and effectiveness of behavioral interventions (Durlak, Weissberg, Dymnicki, Taylor, & Schellinger, 2011; Menzies, Lane, & Lee, 2009). And yet, with decades of research to guide school practices, educational leaders continue to
report school personnel sometimes rely upon outdated and harmful practices and fail to implement those instructional strategies, curricula, and behavioral supports that most likely lead to student success (Marzano, et al, 2001).

Table 1 outlines common school setting conditions, listing attributes indicative of positive school environment and indicators of non-supportive or harmful conditions. The list is not exhaustive; it is understood that there are many school-based setting conditions that could possibly be a factor in understanding a student’s failure to learn or to select inappropriate behavioral responses while in school.

**School Setting Solutions**

To address school-based setting conditions, it makes sense to revise the FBA process to include analysis of those conditions most common in schools that are directly associated with positive behaviors and academic growth. Concurrently, the assessment team must be cognizant of conditions that promote negative behaviors and interfere with learning. In conjunction with the revised FBA, teachers need an opportunity to learn about conditions that will be analyzed as part of the FBA. Finally, a review team composed of members from outside the school setting can periodically review completed FBAs to ensure that the process is followed, and to watch for patterns of special education placement where ineffective and harmful practices contribute to student failure. Furthermore, school social workers and other school personnel might assist in promoting a well configured and functional school team as a natural part of their duties within the school setting.

**Case Example**

Student A is a first grade student who was retained in kindergarten because of general immaturity, a late summer birthday, and behavioral issues that include overt defiance. During his second year of kindergarten he was placed with the other “low kids” sitting at the table designated for those who were often pulled for Title one and speech services. During the first semester of his first grade year, his teacher was absent 30% of the time with a succession of substitute teachers filling in as necessary. He is now described as a low achiever and possibly learning disabled. He does not like school, believes he is stupid, hates reading, and makes many negative self-statements. He is considered to be an extreme discipline problem with anger control issues, defiance toward teachers, and refusal to engage in schoolwork. He was referred to the school assessment team and a comprehensive evaluation was initiated.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Setting Conditions</th>
<th>Positive Indicators</th>
<th>Negative/Harmful Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competent staff</td>
<td>Personnel demonstrate necessary skills, values, and attitudes necessary to help the child.</td>
<td>Some children experience teaching practices that are ineffective and/or harmful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective relationship amongst staff and between students and staff</td>
<td>Staff possesses those skills necessary to establish and maintain academically friendly relationships; these skills are modeled in adult relationships and explicit development of positive student/adult rapport.</td>
<td>Students observe adults behaving poorly. Some adults lack necessary skills and/or inclination to develop healthy relationships with all staff and students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective relationships among students</td>
<td>School culture fosters acceptance of every child; each student is valued and welcome in the school. Students are explicitly taught relationship building skills.</td>
<td>Bully behavior is tolerated and even encouraged. Some students do not feel emotionally or physically safe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional and physical well being of staff</td>
<td>Staff possesses the emotional and physical well being necessary to help others to learn.</td>
<td>Some key staff members lack the emotional and/or physical well being necessary to be effective instructors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive classroom climate</td>
<td>Classroom climate is supportive of positive changes in student behavior and learning; student capacity to engage in learning activities is expanded.</td>
<td>One or more classrooms in the school foster a climate that excludes some students and fails to produce expected learning outcomes in all students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff attendance</td>
<td>Staff is regularly in attendance; the student experiences continuity with respect to teachers who are assigned to help him/her to learn.</td>
<td>The student experiences a lack of consistency with respect to teacher availability. Unpredictable expectations and teaching styles are a deterrent to effective learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective curriculum/instruction</td>
<td>Differentiation of curriculum and instructional methods is effective in meeting the needs of all learners.</td>
<td>Some students experience academic expectations that are lacking in rigor and/or situations where they cannot be successful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective behavioral interventions</td>
<td>Staff utilizes effective interventions when attempting to bring about improvement in student conduct/learning. Positive behavioral supports are universal and explicitly tailored to the needs of some students.</td>
<td>Some students experience harmful and/or ineffective practices (Ex: punishment, lack of positive supports, and harsh treatment.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The referral team, to understand what has happened to Student A during his short tenure as an elementary student, must consider the following setting conditions: attendance pattern of key staff members; harmful effects of retention and ability grouping; and consideration that previous behavioral interventions may have been ineffective due to poor design and/or implementation. Once setting conditions are analyzed, the team may decide that special education placement is premature; it may be beneficial to the student to implement effective school practices along with general education supports for the child.

**Community Setting Conditions**

There are a variety of community conditions that impact both the academic and behavioral success of a student. In considering community setting conditions, one must also consider whether students live in a rural or urban setting as both have potential for unique complications. Proximity and availability of employment opportunity and medical resources will influence the ability of families to quickly respond to children’s needs (Barrett, Eber & Weist, 2013). Both the safety and availability of transportation affect student emotional status if the child feels unsafe navigating the community (Buliung, Faulkner, Beesley, & Kennedy, 2011; Wiebe, Guo, Allison, Anderson, Richmond & Branas, 2013). When a community does not value education, students are less engaged in school studies and activities (Fabian, 2007; Morrison, 2003). Availability of health and nutritional resources is another critical factor (Kerns, Walker, Lyon, Cosgrove, & Bruns, 2011; Symons, Cinelli, James, & Groff, 1997). Furthermore, access to appropriate after-school programs, adult supervision, and other supplementary school programs must be considered (Bassok, Fitzpatrick, & Loeb, 2012; Brindis, Klein, Schlitt, Santelli, Juszczak, & Nystrom, 2003; Schorr, 1997).

Table 2 below lists some of the most common community based setting conditions that influence school conduct and learning. Interactions between community agencies and school require school social workers, teachers, and administrators to work in conjunction with community agency personnel to improve conditions experienced by everyone. Needed improvements will likely involve policy change, legislative action, and re-defining of the roles of professionals across many agencies.

**Community Setting Solutions**

Setting conditions derived from the community can only be solved with the support and involvement of the community and its agencies. Location of services, law enforcement issues and mass transportation require inter-agency collaboration. This is especially true when attempting to locate key services in or
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community Setting Conditions</th>
<th>Positive Indicators</th>
<th>Negative/Harmful Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Availability of medical resources</td>
<td>Physical and mental health services are available to all students and their families.</td>
<td>Some students lack access to basic preventative care and/or treatments necessary to remedy specific conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of nutritional resources</td>
<td>Nutritious, healthy food sources are available to families.</td>
<td>Some students arrive at school hungry and lack nutrition necessary to sustain healthy growth patterns and cognitive development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive culturally embedded practices and beliefs</td>
<td>Community programs are in place to combat effects of racism, sexism, and other cultural factors known to impede student academic success. Cultural practices promote the well being of families.</td>
<td>Some students are “thrown away” via foster care, adjudication, violence, and other conditions often associated with racism and poverty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment opportunities</td>
<td>Employment featuring family friendly hours, access to health insurance and childcare, and competitive wages are available in the community.</td>
<td>To maintain employment, parents work irregular hours, nights, and weekends. Health insurance and day care are not available through employers. Wages are low, often necessitating two or three jobs in order to meet basic expenses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>The student and his/her family feel safe when at home and in their community.</td>
<td>Students expend considerable energy in survival mode, realistically concerned about their safety and the safety of those they love.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation availability</td>
<td>Families are able to travel to locations where they can procure necessary resources such as healthy food, medical care, employment and educational services. Cultural and social events are accessible to families.</td>
<td>Due to lack of transportation, some families are unable to access basic resources. In addition, they are excluded from cultural/social events that positively impact academic growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of after-school programs with adult supervision</td>
<td>Students and families have options for after-school programs and appropriate adult supervision to ensure safety.</td>
<td>Students are unsupervised during after-school hours, increasing lack of safety and likelihood of unsafe/unhealthy choices.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
near schools. Issues involving quality of employment opportunities require long-term planning and communication between public and private entities. Options regarding after-school programming and school-linked or full services school configurations, in tandem with other community agencies, should be explored. Obviously, it is not possible for school districts to solve broader societal and community problems in isolation. However, committed educators are an integral part of the community team as solutions to complex problems are designed and implemented. Within the school domain, school social workers and other appropriate personnel can ensure consideration of community setting conditions through interviews, ecological assessments, and social histories. At very least, special education placement can be avoided when student behaviors are clearly linked to adverse community conditions.

**Case Example**

Consider sixth grade student B, who lives in a violent area of town where crime rates are high. B misses school frequently to care for younger siblings while the parent is working. Student B is bright but at school appears tired and irritable. When bus services were reduced, it required her mother to leave for work earlier, with B’s precarious attendance rate dropping to record lows. Daily schoolwork and test scores indicate B is four years behind academically, thus two teachers refer B to the student support team for poor academic performance.

Pertinent setting conditions include: community safety; availability of nutritional resources; transportation availability; employment opportunities; childcare quality and availability of medical resources. If the FBA focuses only on B’s behaviors and academic struggles and not the larger setting conditions in her community, interventions will likely promote the wrong “solutions” (truancy programs, specialized instruction) and ignore those relevant conditions in her life. The key to B’s school success depends upon the capacity for adults across agencies to coordinate their efforts for her and her family while finding alternative ways to access the general education curriculum. It can be especially empowering for B when adults recognize and value her caregiver role within the family.

**Home Setting Conditions**

Extreme home conditions can lead to situations where the basic health, emotional, and academic needs of children are not met. While school-based interventions involving specialized instruction, positive behavioral supports, and counseling can be helpful, failure to address underlying causation often leads to lack of sustained improvement. Schools alone tend to be ineffective in dealing with the
consequences of parental substance abuse (Barnard & McKeeganey, 2004),
domestic violence (Roskos, Handal, & Ubinger, 2010) lack of nutrition, and/or
extreme health and hygiene issues (Taras, 2005). Other conditions often
impacting student learning include inadequate sleep (Meijer, Wittenboer, 2004),
unstable housing situations (Astone & McLanahan, 1991; Henderson & Mapp,
2002) inconsistent availability of critical equipment (glasses, hearing aids,
mobility devices, etc.) (Dusing, Skinner, & Mayer, 2004) untreated mental health
conditions (Forrest, Bevans, Riley, & Louis, 2011; Sznitman, Reisel, & Romer,
2011), and poor school attendance patterns (Roby, 2004).

Table 3 below, while not exhaustive, addresses some common home based
setting conditions. Direct analysis of home-based conditions can be a path
fraught with peril and therefore is avoided by school personnel. And yet, failure
to address such conditions with both compassion and expectation for meaningful
change can leave a student labeled as needing special services when, in fact, there
is no disability.

Home Setting Solutions

Because the boundaries between respect for family values and required
action in cases of neglect and abuse can be blurry, it is not surprising that some
educators avoid exploration of these issues, focusing instead upon school
conditions directly under their control. Impactful home interventions require non-
confrontational, reliable delivery of services, sensitivity to family values, and
promotion of the dignity of each family member. Furthermore, identification of
additional family supports and availability of legal, health, and emotional services
in the school can help stabilize complex family problems. If school personnel
want to affect home setting conditions, they must have positive and consistent
contact with the families of their students. The unique ecological training and
therapeutic expertise of school social workers positions them to be instrumental in
addressing home setting conditions alongside other school staff.

Case Example

Consider Student C, a second grade student substantially behind her peers
in reading achievement; in fact, she lacks pre-literacy skills typical of a four-year-
old child. C’s hair is matted, she has a strong, unpleasant body odor, and
generally appears to be unwashed. She is quiet, lacks confidence, interacts
infrequently with other students, and spends much of each school day with her
head down, sobbing. After a third incident of enuresis at school, C’s mother was
contacted and upon arriving at school, made derisive comments to the child in
front of school staff. This incident, along with others, constitutes a pattern of
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Home Setting Conditions</th>
<th>Positive Indicators</th>
<th>Negative/Harmful Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competent caregivers/parents</td>
<td>The child has at least one adult in her life who both loves her and is able to provide adequate care.</td>
<td>One or more parental figure is engaged in substance abuse; there is no adult able to provide basic parenting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate medical treatment/mental health services/medication</td>
<td>The child receives necessary treatment for underlying mental or physical health conditions.</td>
<td>Caregivers fail to procure basic preventive medical care and/or treatment for specific mental or physical conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate nutrition</td>
<td>Cognitive functioning, physical development, impulse control, and behavioral choices are positively impacted by adequate nutrition.</td>
<td>Family resources are directed to non-essential items at the expense of provision of adequate nutrition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate sleep</td>
<td>The student engages in sleep patterns necessary to support normal growth and development.</td>
<td>The student is often tired, irritable, and unable to focus on learning activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home routines for conflict resolution</td>
<td>Caregivers engage in and model positive conflict resolution skills.</td>
<td>The student witnesses and/or emulates violent, confrontational methods of conflict resolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home stability</td>
<td>The student experiences a high degree of predictability with respect to before/after school routines, sleeping arrangements, and housing stability.</td>
<td>The student is unable to predict what will happen before and after school. Address changes are frequent; sleeping arrangements fluctuate; primary caregivers are not consistent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-going availability of necessary equipment (ex: glasses, hearing aid, mobility devices)</td>
<td>The student has consistent access to devices necessary to experience normal sensory input or mobility.</td>
<td>Ability to learn is negatively influenced by lack of glasses, hearing aids, mobility devices – basic devices necessary for productive learning experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong school attendance patterns</td>
<td>The student is in school often enough to make expected academic progress</td>
<td>Attendance patterns are not consistent; absences negatively impact student achievement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate hygiene</td>
<td>Body odor, and/or personal appearance issues are consistent with those necessary to build and maintain positive peer relationships.</td>
<td>Body odor, clothing, and general hygiene issues interfere with social acceptance and learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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verbal abuse documented by teachers in previous interactions with C’s mother. Staff members suspect emotional abuse, neglect, and substance abuse within the family system. A report was made to appropriate authorities and C was referred to the school intervention team where it was determined that a Functional Behavioral Analysis was appropriate. While the Functional Behavioral Analysis team is aware that C’s home life contributes to her learning and behavioral difficulties, the school lacks general education social work services; previous attempts to work directly with C’s mother have resulted in her avoidance of school staff. Because problems in C’s life seem to be unalterable, teachers proceed with a focus upon conditions more easily controlled at school.

C’s FBA needs to include assessment of the following home based setting conditions: Competency of care givers, appropriate medical and mental health treatment, home routines for conflict resolution, and appropriate hygiene. Remedies to C’s situation involve development of a direct, compassionate relationship between home and school. Because C is already significantly behind academically and evidences emotional issues, she would likely benefit from specialized instruction. However, it is important to recognize that a disability might not be the root cause of her problems; failure to address her home situation could lessen the impact of special education interventions. Social work services targeting relevant setting conditions might provide a professional, compassionate line of communication between family members and those teachers responsible for helping C to learn.

Conclusions

School setting conditions were purposefully addressed first in this article because educators have worked for decades to create educational climates where teachers and school administrators examine their own behaviors, procedures, and allocation of resources when finding ways to help children. Similarly, educators believe they have the greatest control and the greatest responsibility within school settings. However, when setting conditions are based in the community and home, the realities experienced by the child must be systematically acknowledged, as well. When this acknowledgement is followed by sustained effort to build inter-agency partnerships, bridge unhealthy relationships between family and school personnel, lobby politicians, and make proposals to local school boards, then resources will expand to remedy identified school, community, and home setting conditions circumscribing many tertiary academic and behavioral needs.

In most situations, reasonably competent and caring school personnel, given enough time, tenacity, and resources, are able to help students make the
behavioral choices necessary to engage in school curriculum and to learn. Thus, school personnel will be more effective through:

- Revising the FBA processes to include a systematic analysis of school, community and home setting conditions whenever a student is considered for special education placement.
- Expanding school social work services to better address collaboration between families, schools, and community agencies;
- Providing professional development for teachers to develop a better understanding of setting conditions and implications for student learning.
- Collaborating with policy and lawmakers to bring about sustained improvement in community resources.

This article is about the necessity to embrace these setting conditions often inherent in extreme, on-going behavioral and learning challenges presented by some children. Failure to identify and deal with setting conditions perpetuates negative patterns of blame, student failure, over-reliance upon special education, and development of inadequate intervention plans. As evidenced in the case examples of students A, B, and C, concerted assessment and analysis of setting conditions, which often create or exacerbate behavioral and learning problems, will result in a deeper understanding of function when developing action plans to address the all too common needs of children. Through identification of relevant setting conditions and action plans expanded beyond the scope of the usual behavioral and academic interventions, it becomes possible to identify “real problems” and to allocate resources accordingly.
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